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ON 'VALUATION POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES AND' ISRAEL

Robert,,?. Boruch,

1.

..

INTRODUCTION

I . .

4

Attempting to'understand which of several policies or.AgramShas the

greater benefit is not; of:course,-a novel human enterprise. Comparative

tests to understand conditions under.which childeren learn speech, for

instance, were undertaken by the Arab conqueror Akbar the Great in 14th

century India. Competingtheories of human development fired rabbir&-=,,

argument and theories Of 'evidence during, the same period in the Middle East.

riOr are sophisticated logic ancrstatisticaltheoris underlying:the fair
.

Eomparison of.programs especially new. They are represented in the 18th
._

century scholarS' attempts in Europe to understand numerical evidence and

independent contributions during the same period to tharacterize'the toxicity

of metals, chemicalsi-and drugs. Finally, thereare some distinctive early.

Precedents for colitrolted field tests of social programs. They'Include .

experimenton the effects of sanitation instruction in Syria during 1931-33,

and on the comparative benefits of raw and pasteurized milk in nutrition

programs for'E7t g4,10 schOorchildren in19304.

What is relativeltY novel about evaluation is -the regularity of formal,

government interestin understanding the comparative.efficts ofmew social,

programs and increased government willirignessto.estimateeff'ects in pilot"

tests of the programs.' This interest in effectiveness is-linked in principle

to systematically estalishing the need for programs and the quality of their

implementation.' The latter are no 'lass important than estimatingefects,

but, until recently, had not.,been routinely required by law. i

0 This paper has two aims, each bearing.on recent 'developments id evaluation
,

The first is to summarize a report that we presented_in 1960 to the

U.S. Congress,and Department of Education, concerning evaluation polity and

practfis at-the national, state and local levels of govehnmeht, The focus

here is on recommeridatiogs and the treatment is very brief. The report

itself (Boruch and Cordray, 1980) provides,details, is readily accessIble,_

and the literatUre review on whicht 1! based has been published.elsewhere

(Boruch and Wortman, 1979).

4
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2 BdRUCH,.

The second aim As to link some of the U.S. recommendations to ideas pre-
.

sented at the Israel-U.S. seminar on education evaluations\ and in, related

papers by the seminar partictpants. This examinatiqp, too, is brief, rather

too brief to do real, justice to the ideas proposed. But the intention is

simply to outline similarities, differences, and analogs between, the two

perspectives. One, of my motives is pragmatic:.to learn how the Israeli

/6perience2c3mbe adapted by the United Statq, and vice versa. Thq.second

motive is based on the simple premise, suggested earlier, that p:Oblems of
..--

evidence in this arena are not confined by national borders, ethnic origin,

or history. Understanding how durable problems and their'solutions are ,is

a ask "that. as -a theoretician, I co ill afford to ignore.

2. 1HF 1101 1/MAN.REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

lif6'1.ducation Amendments of 1978 re'quired that the Secretary,of the U.S.

Department of Education conduct a comprehensive review of federal'evaluati,o'n

practices and procedures. Introduced as a bill by Congresswoman Eliiabeth,.
1.

Holtzman,,the law directs attentim to federally. .supported programs at the

national, state, and local levels of-government,. In response, two projects

were initiated: by Department.and Cohgressiopal staff. A group at Northwestern

University was asked to undertake the, first in September 1980. The National

Academykof Sciencess; Committee on Program Evaluation was asked to,initiate

peral-1-e-1 i-ndependentwor-k-____The_results_o_f_each are reported in Boruch and

Cordray (1980) and'Raizen and Rossi (1981) respectively'.

The questionscovered inNorthwestern's report to the Congress and the

Department of Education are fundatental. They were implied by the law and

the conference reports preceding it:

. Why and how are'evaluations carried out? =

.
What are the capabilities. of those who carry out evaluations?

. How are the results of eValuaii4n used ? -,7

.,What recommendations can be wade to improve procedure or. practice?

The study was:proipective in its orientation, designed to- provide evidence

and argument bearing orOhese questions and to providelecommendations which
.t

would help', to ameliorate'the prOblemlithat were identified. Th404ndinis

and recommendations' stemmed from two general sources of infortation: contem-
.

pocary investigations by other researchers and agencies, and directinvesti-

gations' by Project staff.0 The latter included site visits to local and

state education agencies and telephone sUrveystif local .units, both based on

a stratified random sample. Round -table discUssions were undertaken to
NI,
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capitalize onspecial expertise in topics such as school board interest in.

.

.

evaluation. Interviews with some staffers of all major fedeeal agencies with

an interest; in educational evaluation were carried out. This included the

U.S. General Accounting Office and the _Congressional Budget'Office as'we,11 as. -

the education agencies. The literature review covered both unpublighed and
,

published documents,_ including reports maintained by ERIC and, fi'.'Ahe case.
.

of statute, by the LE1(IS system: Arrearliee revieW served ai'a guide to

sources on.national 'stugies published before1979. '
.

The project repoht'mehe recommendations to the Congress and to the U.S.

Department of"Education. 'The wo sets are cor1ensed fm the following treat-.
.

ment and coupled to a brief ra ionale .for each; The links to,Israeli work " .

it

are discussed after each recommendation. /

3. REQUESTING ANI3(PLANNING EVALUATIONS : ' 4.4:

Three of the.Report's recommendatiOns concern 61e process. of decidinlj. 0.

*what kind of evalUations can or should be .done, Ind'the7wayr they shald be

-done. They stress the necessity for regular meetings to establishOnforma-.'
N

tion needs, the merit of specificity in evaluation law, and the reductio

of constraints on exchange of information.

On cidrihing needs, audien6irond options

We recommended that the Congress direct therelev4nt staff o Congressional'

r.ommittees and support units such as the U.S. General..Aceounting Office and

the Congressional Budget Office to meet with evaldation staff `of the Depart-

merit Of Education regularly with instructions to: 1) idntify spOcific

committees and groups as audiences for evaluation, results, 2) reach agreement.,

about when particular evaluations are klranted'and the extent, to which each

evaluatlon
k

required by law is possible, ) clarify Congressional information

needs, the quality and type of evidence required, and a planning cycle for .

each major -evaluation-required'by law, and.4)_ identify_the_chinges in programs .

or understanding Which could occur on'the basis of 'alternative findings..

-1

Parallel suggestions were also made to the Department of Education,

The recommendation is, at its simplest, edarrassinglly mundane:'7.1t asks

that'the principals meet. And indeed periodic efforts have.% been made /by

Congressional and Department staff to assure.that Vie production of reports

coincides with authorization cycles and that Congressional needs are under-
.

stood.. But the process has been less orderly, less regularsiand less thorough

.

O
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thah it ouibt 'to-be. This recommendatiOn'Adpends Flpayily-On ttil figt thaV
.

demandfor nevluatio.W1Mv;often ambiguous. . The wird con
-. , \i. .

.imply py dctivity fObm journlittic. fepocting to fyll=blown lbng-term fietd

.'elcperimentsjiepicated to estfmating the effects of innovation onViiAdr114: 4

ThinvolveMente7ultiple.iWerest groups,is OTtgl neceisary, But :thi.s

cemplfcates maVier i'd;kher sinci,:';11 are unlikely to agree on just Oat sort
. .. ./

.,

' of i.valliatcon:i witl.Inted. At wor.T. 'general legal demands to eValuate that
I

4 av,unaccompani6 liy:eious diScussionoscure the fact that the feasibilt4
. P

. of

tioj'artiC.War

kinds of'evaluation var'ies enormously anethSt elaborate evalua-"

n:maY bewwarraated.
\e:\

4 zr ,33.
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We recommended 4et ilt2'constructin laws for evaluation fhe CoOress:
i,

1) sperry.exaCW)which questiohs ()ugh' to be addresseddnd the audrences

to whOmiesults should be addressed,-when\s4ification is nssibbil' 2) Oro-
. ,,,..,

-
vide fokTorma),:assosment of the e4a-luabit,kt?of the reTevantqpro6radi where

r"
3specifiation of'question3 is Jiot.: possible; 3kprovade foe giatiltically ,, .

,

validNefjeld.testing of proposedevaluatidn requtrements, ;there specification
,, r

is not possible and in,homteassessment instiffi4r.
). ..

Na...

Though statutes are'fryquently explicit about rRutine reporting require-

ments; rtfe4ices:tc evaluation rem olkten ambiguous, The fommon requirement.
(7.4 :.- ..: t e:

-forAristance, to elluate hwheter. the pro'graM.meets the objectives of the'statute"

..
is 'common-tut vagu ..; The publjsiied Hearings, COverinePabtic testimony
_ *

submitted lanor t enactment '6f a law4'.are'notjalwayt. informative. . .

1..
' A:..,

O Detfining
1

eValitat on requirements.lp terms of the questions that should be

addressed is sensible o g as thVquestions themSelves are clear, answering

them ls+feasible, and nS-viers are 11t ly to be useful`. I% particular

e

'
1 ,.

questiont that often to be addresied are:',Aommirkp are served how °

many need service? What Are the services and their costs? What-ire the effects
, r

of programs on their'-primary Or. Secondary clients? What ire:the costs and
.

benefits of services? The early specification of audiences, especially parti-

cular committees or Congreis'ione shport agencies, should enhancethe useful-
6 h

tress of repOris '. . 4\
I., v.

. .

/ WefrecogniiedOhat.exp:licitness in law is often not feasible or desirable.

Consequently, we,sugjested formal investigatibrrof evoluabilitY (Wholey, 1977)

to clarifyouestidlls, audieFes, and the wpriAn which.results could be used,

within a year)Oter enactment of a demand forevaluation. We_recommended field',

d.
4 a
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tests of )-eporting requirements in the interest of assuring that costs and

'benefits of reports, users and.uses of reports were well understood.

Authbrity.for technical discussion

f.
. .

The third recommendation in this class urged that the Department autho-

rile the technical staff of evaluation units.to in4tiate discussion of eva-

luitionQyns withipertinent Congressionaljtaff, at their Cliseretion,and

to refrain from directives which might impede direct discussion.,

4 The impetus for the recommendation wassimple: Competent evaluators can

expect'to do a gbod job only whentheY have the opportunitY to frequently

disciiss CongreWs information needs: Restrictions on the evaluation unit's'

initiating discussion with the Congressional staff Of-committees that demande.

evaluation prevent the job from being dope better, SUch restrictions were

made formdl by, among others,-Joseph Califon° during his tenure as. Secretary

of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The RepOk recognItzed
1 t

that some restrictions on bureaUcratic lobbying for programs are Warranited,

and that some administrative rules .are necessarytokeep the-process .of co-
,

mmunication between. agencies and the Congress orderly. Restrictions engender

? a lack,of clear
.

opportunity.to identify; which information Congress can use.

r. This in turn decreasei the likelihood that evaluatiens will be timely, rele-

vont, and.credibleaond the likelihood that the Congress Will find the results:

useful. Relaxing restrictions Will not, of course, guarantee.usefulness.

Remarks. ','

Three aspects of the Israeli papers are pertinent tthese recommendations.
e

Mapping the Question. The first concerns Louis GuttMon's mapping sentence

which, ascLewy describer it, is a remarkably terse statement for helping one

identify critical decision pointslin the evaluation: when information is

'warranted (it what stage of the propram), what entity ought to be evaluated,.

A. the information is needed, how It should be obtained. This literal bap

is implicit in our fiqt two recommendations to the Congress. Moreover, it

constitutes a neat working rule for thejndividuals responsiblefor planning

evaluations at. the- national level. It takes no wit to see that it can be
o

formally .,.adopted as well in' work at state and local levesof government.

Audiences for Results. The mapping itntencededicotes no explicit atten-

tion to the matter of whoie needs must beserved by the evaluator, but both

the Holtzman Report, and the papers in this volume do so. For instance, one

.0

L.
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h

of our major suggestions S soon As
4 4 f

possible., At its worst, this is merely pious; exhortation: the turnokfrof

staff memberS of the Congres14nd at the. executive level is high enough to

threatzn some short-run projects and most long-term research. But Wis a

'practical suggestion to the extent that career bureaucrat) and Congressional

,'committee staff that are, responsible for evaluation are a stabilizing influence.

and can serve as a vehicle for identifying both transient and durable'users of

information.

6)

ti The idea of regular meetings among both evaluators and users of informa-
.

tiodis not differept in principle from the tactic a lready used at the Israel

Curriculum Center, judging from Lewy's paper.. The ICC's use of a liaison

person as.a bridge to users and as a expeditor seems sensible for information-

exchange; building trust and a.common vernacular. Note that our recommenda-

- ;.ions, though, concern only" evaluators and users. ProductiOn or development

agencies' are ignored. 'In principle at feast, the ICC liaison.approachejs.

adaptable to working relations between these two groups in the U.S."as well-at

the federal :state, and local levels.

Developing an'Evaluation Portfolio', Levy cites a 1970 article by Alkin,

suuesting that.the task of evaluators-is in.no small measure, "ascertaining
.4,

the decision areas of toocern". Lewy expands on this to argue that the eva-

luation unit adopt,this as a fundamental operating principle, and moreover that

the selectioni,pf the topic fcir evaluation 'should be done on irhe basis of con-

sent between or at least compromised among the two teamsl', e two teams being.

the evaluation unit and the program developmedt team. The Kugelmass discussion

of the %forrii-Junior High School change 'instituted by/the Israeli Knesset 1

makesa similar point. In 1968; the law altered the'then conventional 8 year

;primary school and 4 year high school program into anew 6- 3- 3.sequence in

government shools: Kugelmass suggests that there wai a great deal Of diffi-

meetings among the administration of the Ministry of Education and

researchers, and stresses that making &decision about what sort, of evaluation

to do, under differing preNtific from diverse interest groups, is not Simple

it easy. Dan Davis too makes the point. But he emphasizes that once a pre-
.-

.
ference is made explicit about the desirability-outcome evaluation at least,

the evaluation must be under considerable control by the evaluator to assure

a eason&hly successful evalOation:
-a _

The problem 'here is not new, of course.- It underlies any attTpt to build

a coherent resevc1%.and development agenda. any effort to choosejlmong product's

or manufacture or''Corporations for acquisition. qiicic: Smith4s/1001,ing of
.

o
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the.process of trying. to choose among evaluation enterprises as portfolio
,

development is also apt,: (The label'may assist in traq.latin9 ideas abOut.
,

evaluation to a nontechnical audience,' such as a legislature, that'll' some-

times more sensitive to business than to the evidential basis for,governmeni).,
J., .

Nor is the difficulty of choosing what sort of evaluation to perform con- --

.fined to Israeli borders. :The U.S. encounter with the same problem)f one,

of the reasons for' making ciear the choice and the basis foi-Tehoice in the

Holtzman Report's rerommendations. The pertinent evi-dence vines from a va-

riety ofsources. MaryKennedy (1980) for instance suggests that effortssto

compare therelative'effectiveness of two cr more strategies of (say)instruc-

tion are not common at the school,diSli-Ictlevel. Her message is that impact

assessment isiesS frequent and less important than other .evaluation questions

in the local agencies. Charles Stalford (1980) quite properly warns against

a "testing-only model of evaluation" (p. 6). The Holtzman Project and other

work seems to support this contention: activities other than impact estima-

tion are important and the importance varies with the'level of government and

with the agency within government.' 7,

This of,course does not mean that comparisions are unimportant, merelx,1/4

Y can receive low priority. The reasons ma) include simple inability.
.

that they
,

to. create Variations that are cheaper and more prOduct4ve than the existing .

one and that are worth testing. For instance, responseotp(my, suggestpn,

that the Agency for International Deve)opMent test variationsone AID staffer

complained-plaintively that they had had enough trobule.creatifig one variation

and that creatingmore'just to be able to find the most effective one was too

-onerous to countenance.
.o

The more general implication is that, within a school district or at any

other.levfl of government ade facto portfolio of evaluation activities.is

created. The question thfsengenders ishow4s6ch a portfolio canor Should .

be built. Consider for instancethe first fact(4.that migit be ,taken into

account when developing A portfolio: the source of the inquiry or target-

audience for evaluation "results,."Is it sufFiiIen %to-rely solely:on evalua-

tive questions from instructors, parents, or pro am managers to develop a

portfolio ? Probably not,--since asking the Tightquestions',requires some

s 111 And informed conceptiei of evidence. Can one rely solely on the eva

luator? Probably not, since this tisumes too much knowledge of substantive

problems. What do the stereotypical portfolios loo4 11ke in,this resPect? '

The U.S. General AccountingOffice initiates about two- thirds of its own-
.,

inquiries and most of these are managerial studies. Should evaluation Offices

e

0e.
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at the state level build a portfolioin thetame way ?. We know Very.l'ittle

about this. Nor can we give much advfcE.'

'The seconds factor is time. We know that'fait.turnarOund stu esare

essential icesatisfy a public or a superior with a shdrt attention span,

if not to actually resolve dirable problems'.. And sorperhapslmos't evaluative

sludfts need"to be short in the interest.of evaluatOrsurvival. But all 'eva-

juators, especially thoie in government and academe, do have some responsibi-

lity for finding long-term effects )f programs', and for 'understanding long.

term socialproblems as well. Th4i-es no technology or-designing evalua-

tions'which produce short,- interim, and long-term results,

The,strategy has been io elicit suggestiOns for evaluations from directors

of substanive programs. tihe'ultimate choite is based partly on agreement

between evaluators and these agencies in principle. BOt it may be-superseded

',410/ agreements.with the Secretary of Education or by.other criteria, used in
A

T1,

f making decisions'. The 'other Criteria include expiration. dates for legIsla-
0

Lion bearing-OhrograMs, the peripd during which a legislative 'committee

could be expected.to use information or whether high priority programs have

arebeen eVal'ated. The choices are incorpoeated into three plans :be evaluation;

Very 1 the Thtellectuai attention fias'been dedicated to a third factor,

the admin sirative mechanism which yields bhcevaivation portfolio; and which

canlbe us d to terminate projects which are no turning out well, The system

at the U. . General. Accounting Office appears:tole hierarchical\involviiig''

screehing committees to,ultimatelY determine.the choice of project, ,and a

speCial committee for termination: Nomination of topics to. be'inVestigated

.
come from staff groups with.operating Tesponsibility: UntifeeCently, the

Office of Education bnd.Dissemination at'the Office of Educaticin had a simflAr

,system. But-it is not clear(how termination decisions were made.
. .

.The main point is that criteria for'dieloping and Assessing'the,value of

arlevalation.portfolio are not yet clear ,Seeiou& attentiontas been given

the matter by bureaicratsr, not by exe*ivessor academics, and their effOt,

"can_be_.augmented'2profitably by others.:
,

r

4. EVACUATOR CAPABILITTES

The Oro.164 staff.hadbeen,askedto investigate the capabilities of those
,

who clO4evaluations.and.to- make recommendations based on our findings. We D.

'1-recoumended that the'CongresS and the Department: 1) assess. capabilities of

local and stateed4ition staff before new statutory evaluation requirement$

-7
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X-
a're directedpt them in order to dbtermine where resources are adequate to

.meet the demand, 2) expand training or techdical assistance when the demands

are notable and capabilities low, and 3) explore the feasibility and desir-

abi, lity of direct contract programs to capitalize on capabilities in strong

local and state education agencies.
,

The first section of-the recommendation stems partly,from the fact that

no real standard for assigning the title '"evaluator" exists and that tkills-

required of the evaluator depend heavily onthe nature of the evaluation

demand, on local and state'interest in evaluation. The - second part is

based on the finding that most local and state agencies need assistance

when the evaluation requirement§ are technical. lleminority o'f these agen-,

ties that. do halp strong evaluation units are a major resource, and-we believe

that direct grant opportunities should be expanded to capitalize -on them.

By determining capabilities here We mean understanding whether,there can

be a reasonable match between what the law demands. of ldcal 'and state eva-

luators and the SkiyAttof-these.:individuall. A formal atsessment. Of this

sort Is.Unlikely tobe easOorthree reasons.' first, Within A school

district or state office, evaluation spontibility may be iplit up among

-dseveral individuals, noneatt whom may ha e any pertinent training, and'Ihis

)

responsibility can often\Changej Second, evaluation duties may have a con-,
,

sigerable range depending on local interest -din exploiting systeMatic infor-

mation to improve programs. -Just meeting minimum federal requirements

requires far different resources than estab)ishing a1 long -term research

program. Finally, the methods one might eiploltlo perform.capabilitiet
/-..

: assessments are not clear. Theyrange from intensive task.antlyses during,
.

say,.pilat tests Ofc,new regulations that requfte:a speci,fic type of evalua -... L

\ tion toAelephone surveys that enumerate :0611s and tasks. Ors. Georgine.4

- Pion and David Cord0ay are de4eloping plans nowtio accommodate\sucti problems

and to implement assessments for local edii atioO agenciA nd for communiti.

mental health centers.
.

l ,/- ) ..f.
_ v

A crittCal influence on, he,matter is whether an educaticntagencydecides

to just atcommodate federal requiremeW.s-or gbes beyond-these'io mount a'

,stronger evaluation program.
y
Even just me ting.requirements.demands same

-
-, skill. The notion of temporal instability or reliabilityf tests not

.obvious to "many .peopfe despite training in a substantive education area and

in the history of testing.. As a consequence, we Urged that the federal pro -

gram sponsoraiake an effort to capitallize°on evalaation unit expertise. in

--training-lotal ar state staff in meetingeabandi, and that funds be allocated,
-,

,

ztt,
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,

for such training.. OptiAis such as cooperative arrangements ,among,small

eddcation 'ogenciesfer'jointUPport of-an evaluation unit and sion

of federally supported.technicaLaisistance centers need to be e,

and the. ReOori suggests doing so.

Flit- local and stater agencies that are willing to go beyond federal re-
.

quirements, Le stressed direct grants from.the federal government for two

purpotes. First, some agencies are capable of mOuriting'iresearch and eva-
.

.luation programs thaf match ftleral efforts in quality and ore,more perti-
,

nent to local, interests.' They are in the minority, accosting for proba iy

no more than 40G of the 15,000 schy districts 4nd lesi than half the

-state agencies, and they deserve to be gi'ven:an opportunity to produce good

work that can be applied to other areas. ,The-second purPoSe is to foSter

closer'fies between lotalsNagencies and university evaluation groups. Such

arrangeoients'are bound to be difficult, but it is hard to see how the state

of the art in evaluation can be adyanced without better ties between the

SORUCH

two.

Remark::

.

There, are several pointy of correspondence between the findi gs. on which

',hese recommendations.arebased and the opinions registered in the seminar
/

papers. 6insider, for example Lewy's conclusion that "a'realiitic asiess-

. ment of.actual.need in
7 1
terms of mahpower and other resources and their satis-

factory provision constitute a prerequisite.forthe successful operation of

the evaluation unit.: It
,
is.-not the absolute size.of the budget which deter-
.

'mines the successful operation... but rather the match between the resources
.,,

available and appropriate definition of the evaluation tasks ".2 This is re,e

markably similar lo ,tne.conclusions tendered by. Pion and others in the

Holtzman Report that; evaluation tasks vary widely among school districts,,.

that the skills required to do those tasks vary aswell,-and that tlie'tasks

have to be undevtood 'before resources can be intelligently allocated ta

training and before lawS demanding Wholesale evaluation can be conscientious-

ly constructed. .

'1' A:
Thtsecond point of..correspendence lieNs. itl Kuielmmss. observation.thatas .

\
a result of.the 'academic empasis on baiic research and theory,theMinpower

available fbr task-oriented tresearph such as evaluation is spare. Tamir points
\

out that even wh e universitytrained researchers are available. there *rill

a.a notable ten ion between the research-oriented view ofiwhat should be'.

done at.what level of accuracy, and what the manager or.practitiOner believes

...

12
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is warranted. ThAt same problem, has appeared in the United States and is

being resolved fn 's,.tveralways. A tight market i.n university jobs 'seems to
have resulted in 'better people going into government, into independent con-

.,
tracting research institutes, and into evaluation.units at the local and
state levels: The. migration engenders problems but it is also reasonable
to expect-better- understanding .of.local _practical problems and wiser evalua-

tors. The federal goveitnment has assisted by creating technical assistance

- centers to respond solely. to _local needs for advice. The centers are staffed
'"by university trained people; not all local. programs°, however, are assisted
.by such centers.

A third point of correspondence is Lewys conclusion 'that the 'evaluation
unit serves asa "ca,talyzer for initiating evaluation activities,°the limits Q.

of which exceed the working capacity of the unit itself". This suggests

that developers getinterested in evaluation. to the extent that the working
.relationship with evaluators is close and that this interest can be used to
expand the effective size' of the evaluation unit's stiff. There' is: an analog

here to effirrti at fhe loEal and state levels-in:.thill.S:'''to:tiagment the

evaluation requirements' set out by the federal government. In particular,
though only i,ininor.ity of the evaluation units and'reSearch u.nits, within-
-school districts'are strong, this minority used the minimal ,ieiitrirement'sas

a vehicle, for cull'ecting.addition`al inforMation of more direct releyarice

local interests: States suchas California and Massachusetts also haii this
utilitarian perspective, building,on federal investments and req-uirements to

do a better job in meeting federal,\state', and local demands.

One feature of the- Israeli experience. for which the're Is no routine analog

is the useofi a liaison.. person to 1ii\k the 'program development group with an

evaluation ii.oup. Informal arrangements of the sort do .appear in theqi.S.','

Lbut the role seems Ouch better,.articted in the ICC. Lewy's description

of the liaison person's training and skill is especially interesting. If I
. understand correctly, the-three types include those with' evaluatiop
- ing of a substantial 'sort,' those with s ubstantial substantive. trairfingand.

f. ,

thp project cirectorz.-Lewy Suggests that the project' director does not work

out too well because-he hain't.got the time and that the substantive a'r 'ea

expert is probably best becauie he is immersed in-the-project itself.

5. 0 IGN:AND EXECUTION OF OUTCOME EVALUATIONS

Once s 'id, it is. Obvious that quality In design of an outcome evaluation.,
affects cp.id oPthe data arithof conclusions. ...The. evidence- that bad design
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can make programs look worse than they are, or better than they are,. or

yield ambiguous 'evidence is subStantial. _The theony. that organizes under-

standing of biases in estimatingprogram effects is, however, reasonably

well articulated.

The idea that quality in design ought to be recognized as a formal part

of evaluation policy is explicit in federal education agency attempts AD

yoke the Vntroduction oe'new-programs with design, as in evaluation of the

programs supported under the Emergency School Assistance Act, in'attempts

to reAewdesigns with more vigor within agencies, and in efforts to:provide

technic/al a'ssistance prOrams in the interest of better local design. It

appears also in the U.S. General Accounting Office's attention to.competing

explanations characteristic of poor designs, to the elements of reasonable

/
.

design, and to the need for designing evaluatiogs before a new program is

put into the field. It has been recoNzed by the courts in cases outside
r

.
educatiOn which recognize the flaws in some evaluation designs and the bene-

. .fits of others. The Supreme Court's Federal Judicial Center, for example,

is,deVelopigg policy on the use of randomized field experiments in legal

settings to'make clear,the issues and precedents. The theme of quality,

.though, is not sufficiently well eittblished to flourish without periodic

reiteration. ,The task was undertaken in the Holtzman Report through'.two .

'recommendations, one made to the Congress, and one to the Department of Edu-

:,A

,cation. A third, concerbing standards, is toeated later.

Pilot teats and deigns

Cts

Wei.dcommended that the Congress: A) routinely' consider pilot testing

every major, new program, major variations on existing programs, and major

program compohents before they are adopted at the national, level,. using

high quality e4aluatibn designs; and.2) authorize the Secretary explicitly,

in each statute that requires estimates of the program's effects on target

,
individuals, to use high quality designs:especially randomized, expe-

----rtmentsy-for-plann4ngand-evaluating
new programicomponents, program varia-

tions,-and new programS.

The rationale for the first, part of this recommendation is that higher.

quality evaluationsoare more
feasible-before-the program is.,adopted at the

national. level.' Politicil-inStitutional cons=traints are likely to be less

severe, betterldesqns can be employed, and concluiions, then are likely to

be less ambiguOus.7The.introduction.of-new-programs-can-be-stiged-so-that-------

earlier stages are pilot tests for later ones,. We stress formal tests of

E
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new program components and new variations.here, because such evaluations are

not a matter of common practice. \

,
,

.

-
The second part of the recommendation, as-well as the first, ,stems from

our conclusiod that better designs must be used,if the Congress or the De-

partment wants good estimates of the effects of programs on childreil. We

do not advocate estimating those effects in all,cases. ,Estimation is compli-

cated under the best of conditions, despite simplistic announcements that the
.

"program Was successful becausetest scores went up" or that it was unsuccess-

ful because they we 11 t down. Nor do we believe that designs that are high

quality relative to.; statistical standards are always feasible.or warranted
_ . . ...

for estimating program effects. We do advoCate explicit authority in statutes

for high quality designs, especially randomized experiments, to facilitate

,their use.' Me believe explicit statutory provision is'essential because such

designs'are the best in.principle, and that'should'be recognized. The autho-

rization should provide for review of the use of these designs..

Mats of nAo program components, program variations, and new programer.

a

We recommended that the 'Department of Education explicitly authorize the/
use of high quality evaluation designs-, especially randomized,experiments,

in evaluating new program components,-new-Pftgram-variation, and new programs,

in all regulations.th4t-require-estimating,the effects of innovative aiangesi

The main justification is thatiligh quality designs lead to less debatable

estimates of programs on children than do low quality designs. They are less

difficult to execute and are more feasible,. for pilot testing new programs, .

'program variations, and-program components, than for estimating the effects

of ongoing programs. Explicit authorizatiOn would make the importance of

good designs plain, and would provide a more clear opportunity for competent

state'eduCation authorities (SEAs) and local education authorities (LEAs) to

exploit them. We use the word "authorize here rather than "require" to make

clear that the evaluator is empowered"tO use an experimentaldeSign but need

not do so if it is unwarranted or not feasible,

a

Remark!

The recommendations on randOmized'ield tests were sLippOrted by someevi--

dence on their feasibility and appropriateness. A judgement-about feasibi-

:ray in the particular case, we believe, should be based'On precedent, for

A number of field experiments have been undertaken,in education and other

.

1 b
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areas. It should be based; forcomplei evaluations, on pilot tests of the

experimental procedure itself, for one cannot anticipate all problems engen-

dered by the method. And it should be based on -independent criteria such
...

as whether the service is in short supplytand randoMized assignment is indeed

an equitable method of allocating it. These criteria ndatrto be explicated
. 1

Netter, and they need to be linked to broader testing strategy.

Standardized Evaluation. In doing both, we can rely partly on Davis'

presentation. He proposes that six condi.'ons must be met in order to

obtain devent estimates ofthe effects of Ograms. 1) The program has to

have relatively 'clear goals and operatiAg procedures, that is, it must be

implementable. 2) The evaluator must be responsible for.both the program

operation 'and its evaluation, maintaining special control over evaluation.

3),Ihe program must be implemented first in an optimal setting - field

conditions, training, and the like being the best possible. 4) Schools must

be selected for their willingness to participate in the researches 5) The

research design must approximate laboratory models in terms of assignment

and execution of evaluation. 6) The results of the evarfion must serve as ..,

. f
a standard against which normal field operations can be udge'd..

Not content to just lay out conditions; Davis is'attempting field trials

under these conditions on a program that has never been'investfgatelwell,

despite its attractiveness, in the U.S. or elsewhere. The program is, as

I understand, a national tutoring effort in which university. students get

academic credit for helping children in grades five through nine.

regular program has minimal supervision and the more elaborate "Optima "

version involves intensive supervisidn a more hours of)tutoring. The

more intensive version is distinctive in that "the program is. a super 'fisory

and guidance structure which is sensitive to the.problems' encountered by

the tutors and can help in.solving them, and the program is maximally flexible

so that it can adapt to the sppcific conditions.of each' tutor-tutee relation-
.

ship". Farlier evaluations of the ongoing program shoW mixed .results. Con -

sequently, a good field test of the ideal version of the program is a natural

way to understand what the maxiumum effects df tutoring can be.

Apart from the conditions that Davis .prOposes, hisgeneral strategy of

conducting\a controlled experiment of an optimal program to gauge the maximum

effects,of 'subsequent or ongoing prpgrami is an attractive one. It is general-

izable to the U/S., at least in principle, and doesinot appear to have been

Suggested before, at least not as4explicitly. Ther have been related

suggestions however. For instance, the Riecken et al. (1974) velum on

a.
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social experimentation stressed the idea that in field tests of programs,

one ought to assess not only program levels that are 51early feasible, but

elo some that are not Practical at the national level. The argument is

based on the premise that "practical" progrtms are often weaker than we

expect them to be and that'high dosage (optimal) programs, though impractical

at one time, may be practical-in the future. This is especially. likely if

one finds that the higtler intensity does produce, notable effects while low

dosage "practical" programs haveno detectable effect at all.

Testing Components and Variations. No theory'of evaluation demands that

the effects of an entire program be estimated, and few practitioners would

regard such an unqualified demand as sensible. Yet professional vernacular,

rhetoric,/and legal'andates foster the view that wholesale evaluation is

warranted, distracting attention from the possibility of testing components

of prograps.' For example, one may ;find that running Thigh quality tepts of

new parent education programs is not possible. .But estimating the effect

of
fc-a5lternative

sourcesof information, of yariou't ways to present the info;-

mation or ways to prevent ingenuous'use of information, and so on, 'may be

possible in small high quality experiments. The strategy of component-

wise evaluation his been exploited in the U.S. evaluations of the Emergency

School Assistance Act, in researcklihich preceded the development of Sesame

`Street, and elsewhere. Incorporated,into'evaluation policy, the idea broadens

early options, and in the event of a major evaluation's failure, it is a

device for assuring4htt at least pieces of the program can be assayed

properly. % 41!

,Analogs to thiS apprach are not difficult to fin4 in work at the Israel

Curriculum Center,. the High School Biology Project, and other projects. The

process of identifying-Oro components to evaluate seems to have been(

routinized best at the ICC', notably by exploiting the mapping sentence

approach: Lewy's application suggests that focusing on the entity to be

evaluited is integral to the continubus evaluation strategy. The I4raeli

adoption of high.schbol biology curriculum (BSCS) programs developed in the

U.S.._is_pectinent_tooccokding_to_Tamit,_the_tiSCS_pragram.was available
in three versions. The blue version emphasized bio-chemical concepts andr
is relatively sophisticated. The green emphasized an ecological perspective.

The yellow stressed a more conventional approach, but was somewhat more .-

interest(hg-and adaptable to the Israeli perspective. The important point

here is that three variations of the program were developed. This seems an

imminently sensible idea when there are major differences in perspective
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about how something should be taught and major differences in teacher opi-

nion about how it-can be taught. Moreover, the variations' relative effe t-
.

iveness are testable in principle. In practice, pieces of each are likely

to be evaluatable.

Dan Davis's "standardized evaluation" is also consistent with this theme.

To determine the maximum possible-effect of an ongoing prografi which itself

may be difficult to evaluate well, one may invent a very intensive variation

on it, an optimal version, and 'Submit this to very well-controlled tests.

The idea can help to circumvent the chronic problems of estimating the
g °

effects of ongoing studies.

Finally, the plan being developed by Gershon Ben-Shakhar and Baruch Nevo

fOr=understanding the effectiveness of matriculation tests. reflects some of

the same spirit. Formal testing in apart.ofA'large, complex education

system and its evaluation,:more.or less independently of the rest of the
4,-

system, is an idea worth exploring. The so-called Irish Study has had a

distinctive advantage in this regard, since standardized t'sting is not

'common in Ireland and evaluators could introduce it on A trial basis and

estimate its effects on teacher's and students using randomized experiments

and other evaluation designs (Airasian, et al., 1978).

6. CRITIQUE AND SECONDARY ANALYSIS OF EVALUATION RESULTS

-*
The evaluation design, its execution, and the skills of original inves-I

tigators are basic to the production of useful information. But they are

not always sL rient. The'pressure toward less than candid reporting is

sometimes great, and it is not always clear that one can resist them.

Egregious errorsoare made...and corroborative or contrary evidence is ignored,

for the time available.for..analysis is not always adequate. The benign

skepticism necessary for the in-house evaluation generates a reasbnablebut

parochial picture. A less benign, or at least more impartial, outside

analyst could come up with different conclusions. Finally, data generated

in social program evaluations constitute' a Taiional resource and should

be treated as such. The research can Wexpen.sive despite the production

. of data thaiarp useful in short-term decisions. It behooves the eveluator.'

to le n how to exploit the information repeatedly.

Partly for these reasons, we recommended that in statutory requirements

for evaluation of ms or programs, the Congress: 1) require an independent,

balanced, and competent critique of evaluation results that are material

1.6

P
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to policy decisions.. 2) require critique of Simples of evaluations submit-

ted by LEAs and SEAS in response to legal,requirements, and 3) require that

statistic.data produCed by national evaluationsbe made available for

reanalysis..
1

A complementary recommendation was made to the Department of Education:

1) Incorporate into procurement'Orotedures and policythe requirement.that

all statistical data produCed in major program 'evaluations be documented

and stored for reanalysis. 2) Create an administrative mechanism for deciding

when simultaneous analysis by both the original evalmator and an independent

analyst is desirable and feasible, and a melanism fdr executing simultaneous

independent analyses.`'

The text of the Report made it plain that we-did not mean adverse comment-

ary in using'the word "critique". The idea is to ask for, reasoned judgements

about whether conclusions drawn frog, the evalsation are sensible and can

inform decisions.' The immediate reason for the recommendation is that Bch

criticism is not routine but is essentiallo enhahCe thecredibility of good

evaluations,
P
to pioPerly identify poor evaluations as such and to provide

feedback to federal evaluation units, contractors, and grantees about-the

quality of their work.,Jheie is no formql systPm.for the competent critique

';of evaluation reports produced by local and state education agencies in

/ response to federal law, yet' many such reports could benefit frog conscien-;

tious review
;

The elements of a system for critique and secondary analysis should'in- .

elude: 1) an explicit institution00 policy on the rapid disclosure of reports

and.access to the data underlying the reports,. 2) a mechanism for independent -
. -

critique or secondary analysis where possible during an evaluation, and where

this is\not.possible, after ereporeis Submittedlormally;and 3) guidelines

on the reporting and storage of tnformation.
/

The Report recognizes..the problem that criticism may be.witless and counter-

productive. The recommendation'is based on the premise that the long-rup.

benefits will offset .ire effects of self i7;teisested criticism and the bdsden

that criticism imposes on the evaluator.

Remarks

No explicit attention.t .V1110 matter is evident in he seminar papers.

Rather, the theme is impli it in the spirited exchanges of opinion during..

the seminar, and in custom if I judge correctly the'participants' stress

O
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on presenting research results ill,the sometimes harsh climate of professional

forums. The High School Biology Project, foe`instance, appears to have gene-

rated a large number of fascinating papers -that are informative to research=

ers inside and outside Israel. As I understand it, the Office of the Chief

Scientist too can serve as a device for-independent critique, and perhaps

secondary analysis as well. But the,ordinartmission of the office, in

advising and deciding on research projects, can dilute adMinistrative inde-

pendence. Similar offices in the United States, such as the Director' of the

research-oriented National Institute of Education, Operate with a similar

constraint: fiscal, administrative, and bureaucratic independence is a matter

of degree. 1.

Reasonable.critioue depends on.statdards, and Standards were addressed in.

,both the Holtzman Report and in the seminar papers. They are considered in

the next section:. I; .

Analysis and CompetingModels. The.Holtiman Report did-not examihe the

methods of data analysis used in evaluation. Its principle audience was

nontechnical and most of the questions it addressed is answered in 4 non-

technical way..1404er research produced by North ystern, however, has

examilied tedhnical issues Wassuring access to and the qiiality of data for
.

analyiis,pnd the nature of competing analyses that might be undertaken. The

volume edited by Boruch, HortMan, and Cordray (1981), for instance, consi-

-ders both policy and practice, and can be. regarded as an explication of the

Holtzman Report'-s recommendations on secondary analysis.

Itai Zak's paper is. most pertinent to this level of detail. It represents

a statistical tradition of trying to understand the structure underlying

data, of establishing the extent to which 'a theory represented mathematically

is consonant with the information. The traditi is represented most visibly

in.econometrics, but recent attempts by Goldberge '10 DOreskog A others to '--

'link approaches in psychometrics and econometrics through structural equation.

models, and the quantitative sociologists' work on the latter have led to

.

some remarkable advance$ in facilitating and undelltanding their use. Several

points bearing on the general topic seem worth making. They are implicit in
.

Zak's approach.

First, methods such as Hold's KS and Joreskog's maximum likelihood.

approaches permit one to relax the assumptions characteristic of conventional

"textbook approaches such as regression analysis: Simpty put, they allow one

to build more realistic models of reality. That this advantage is not trivial

is apparent from policy-relevant research in the U.S. For example,'the

26
a
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Westinghouse-Ohio State. University evaluations of Head Start; a preschool

program for deprived children, resulted in estimates of program'eff4pt that

were near zero and in swig cases negative. At worst, it\seemed that the

'program hurt rather than helped in their conventional covariance analyses.

Secondary analyses ,f the same data, V Magidson (1977), capitaliKed on

4 strOctural equatio models similar in character to those that 4ak uses. The

new'results,based on less demanding assumptions than the original work,
t

suggest that the program had positive though small effects'en the cognitive

ability of children. who participated.
0

The second point is that this benefit of newmethods also produCes ambi-
.

guity. Dispprate models, thedFles of behavior if you will, May fftthe data, .

equally welllo, for instance,- tpe Magidson results are being debated by

. other analysts who believe theirqtrodels are at least as appropriate"Is
. __ i

tl.

ahibfguity is typical. .And consequently it behooves the analyst to fir' '.'

seieralmodelsato hii data, 14 much the same' way that Zak has done.

Another,point-worth recognizing stems from the fact that these new model-.

fitting approaches have develibped independently of methods in conventional

randomized experiments.,; The twocultUres_here are different, but failing

tosecognize their linkages woul be a mistake. It is possible,. for instance,
.

to express the ordinary analysis o the variance model that,underll.es random-

ized tests in terms of structural models. .Lee Wolins and I have done so for

one class of models but.not much other: work seems to liave been done. Perhaps,

more important, the structural modeli lend themselves to internal,analYseil

inexperiments. That is, having dIscoVered that eprogram his an overall

effe0, based oil\randomized design and conventional analysis, one may exploit

the new methods in,path analysis to better understand links bepiteen specIfic.,

cOMponents.;.of the program, specific types of participants, and Specif4c Out.;

come variables. SoMething of the sort has been tried in an.4aalysfs of

prison parole programs by ROssi, Berk. and Lenihan (198D). More distantly

related approaches are not uncommon in analyzing the results Of field expe-

riments on income subsidy programs for the poor :see Boruch, Coklray. aut.

Wrtman.(1981) for other illustrations).'.
, , _ .. ,

C.

I.,

7. STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
13.-

One. of the justifications for the Holtzman Project, was'Congressional

interest in whether evaluations could be subjected to uniform standards

for judging their quality. - Indeed, a varietyorguidelines to judge quality

have been developed by the U.S, General Accounting Office, the Evaluation
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R4searCh Society, and the joint.Committee on Standards for Program Evalua-

. tion, a group Whose.memberi include representatives of most professional

associations with an interest in evaluation. Crude standards are ago
, I

embodied in certain federal activity,'notablythe Joint Dissemination:and '1

Review panel, whose mission is to assess the evidence on locally developed

programs in order to determine whether theprograms merit federal suppok °

for distribution to other local. agencies. There is substantial overlap in 1

topical coverage among guideines.' But they differ in detail. Our,review I

led to the following recommendation: while recently developed standards and'

guidelines for evaluation should not be incorporated into law, they are

suff4ciently well developed to recommend that the Congress: 1) use such -

-guidelines to understand what can reasonably be expeCted of.evaluations,

2) erect that agencies'Use them as a guide where appropriate to developirig

criteria forjudging evalUstiOn7planS submitted by local And statp agendes.

and 3) elicit assistance in the interpretation of guidelines from Congres-

sional-support agencies, such as GAO, that have been instrumental in their

tonstruction .

.

,..,

'The main reason for recognizing thfft guidelines be recognized officially
/

is that we believe they 'can be useful in.explaining ;that is meant by eve-

luatign to thepublic and its representatives, and In informing the public

about what can reasonablyle expeCted of evaluation projects. Guidelines
.

li .

... .maY also assist in protecting the competent evaluator from incompetent

critipism.: They Should certainly help one to identify inept evaluations.ir

,,. . a il.;-

We argued 'against incorporating such standards into law becausepeittier

vyaluation law nor the standards are sufficiently well developed as/yet to:
I/

,..- ,

1. justify incorporation. Moreover, giving legal'status to speeific:guide-

lines.can impede the development of better guidelinet, are41Mostilcertain

to be.applied inflexibly, and are likely to do more damage than good in
...

other respectS. -
-

Remarks
1

Most standards are general and their proper application de/pen-ds on dr:

cumstairce. 7A survey of needs, for instance, requires esubat of criteria

in acomplete list; a randomized experiment requires a few pf the same

criteria but others must be employed as well. The Holtzman did not

addreisthis matter in detail. Instead, it fbcused on wn gOidel-ines

should.be used, q,14abli in judging the merit of grant proposals And contracts

22 a
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that contain evaluation plans and, once the program is evaluated, in judging,.
-1.t.

the qualfty'of the evaluative evidence. . if

. 4.

The ItC evidently takes 'a Somewhat different approach in ascribing the
.

idea to "minimal evaluation requirements. As I understand Lewy's remarks,
, ,

,the.concern'is not whenon when evidence becomes material but on the general.
.

kind of evidence-as well Expert judgement is regardedos essential for, .-

judging th quality of'matergfils, observation of the teaching ada <learning

processes are essential duriA4 earlytry-OutS of the-material in classes. . t.

and assessing'cognitive#6eviments'of children lsessential at the end

orthefirst try-out. Jhe'first twoactivjtiesare the responsibility of

the':program developers and the last Is- undertaken primarily by the evalua-

tdr. , *
s. .

.'

.

The ICC criteria are ryfincompatible with other, more -elaborate guide- \
%

-lines., They oat;be regarded as a distinctiveoperationalVation of items

that apider it mere general lists and: partly because of their brevity, are
.- - ..

likelyto be tOseful operating hale in at least some large local education
Vo

agencies in the U.S. And theiv are dist1ctive,pa1allels to this minimalist

Approach in some U.S. evaluation agencies:. Thelfficeroof the Inspectorr. ..''

General in the Department-Of Health and Human Resources, for example, under-,

takes fast turnaround studies'that rely heavily on expert bureaucratic,

Judgement and'tome on -site observation of processes in,'for exangile; health :

- services 'delivery (Hendricks 1981). But his effort% dedicated to adminils-.

--trative failuresrather than to programs. In geniral.- There is .some iimila-..
' 3

rity also.to recent Agentyfor International Development efforts to execute .

fast turnaroUnaltudies of forefgif assistance:proJects. Here,,as in the- .4

',Israeli case, there is'often little time to domuch more than obtain expert - 4

iJudgement and crude observations.
. . ,

Implicit in. both the HOltzman,,Reporand.in.lewy's standards paper is °

thOdea that guidelines for Judging quality can range considerably, from

the very permissive to ttit vet* general. The clearest illustratIon.of both

the:idea anciits exploitation comes froM the engineering sciences. Mere,:

the demand level of the standard depends on the uses to which the information

la put. .Relatively-wide tolerances are permissible in local geOphysical

measurements since the information 1s used primarily by lawyers and cons..);

truct1on enlneers-Much_closer tolerances are required In geophysical

measures.made for some scientific studieiTtin-land-erosion,fer instance. °

The same sEirit is evident in the ICC'sslinimalist approach expert Judgement

normally ON ,Tess precise and certainly iess,verifiable than elaborate

o,

d
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observation.--_ It is evident tdo but,un erpOloited in the/U.S. It is sen-,

--sfble to consider using One set of standards iMspebial cirants made forsmall

innovative progrbal;s and a less restrictive set for programs.that4trat6

with regular budgets. It' may be sensible to uire lArger, more.capable
, /

ischool districts to provide information that accords wth more rigorous

standards and to require much less precise information from the lesS capable

ones, The implications have not been workedOutMor.have the options been

articulated well in'evaluation management lwthe U.S. or abroad. Both tasks

should he undertaken..,1

It

8. THE USE OF EVALUATION RESULTS
'

Whether the results of eValuation-are' used and by whom they are used was
.

a- fundamental concern of the.Project. We uncover&d a-great deal,of Anforma-
-

tion on use, but the research was difficult. Not the least of these was

lexical confusion. A federal director of .research, for instalice, announced

that he did not perform evaluation at all.despite,A list of projects under_

his direction,that '16.evaluations labelled as such. His,Superior,,

interviewed fifteen later, claimed the Contrary: that the-division

produced a great many,evaluations all useful to Management. be encountered

aCongressional staffer. mho announced,baldly at the beginning of an interview

that his committee did not use evaluations,°yet he later said that evaluatibn
1

reports were used. to guide committee hearings off programs.

this confusion, or at'leatt inconsistency, underlay a good deal of debate

about the utility of. evaluation results. And so we defined "use" explicitlYo.:

__Wmean: 1) applying these results in Making specifiO decisions about law,

regulations, budgets,.or relateA.Administrative topics,:anechanges4in sub-

itantive cOnteqt-of programs, 2) capitalizing on them to enhance understanding

of issues even, where a deciion could not be made-or 3) exploiting.the infor-

mation to-persuadeothers, as inipofftiCal Speeches, or to confirm one's own

beliefs. The Project's efforts to doCument use ,and nonuse of evaluation

reports focused
/

n specific evaluatiokand stressed the corroboration of

evidence frOm d fferent sources. The findtngs sugges4d,ai one might expect,

that some eval ations are used and some are not, and that uieAepends heavily

on the'planniig of use, close relations between the user and evaluater,.and

wilfirigness/and,capacitY to 'use results. -4. .

Our-firrrecommendationbearing on use of evaluation results was made to

the Congress. oWe urged that its members:
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( . . c
.

.. ,.
-......- -.P-, .t 1) direct the staff of relevant committe6s,lhe Deparrent, and; c 611(I-

-
ex
Vt4'' . 10 l,.

to routinely outline whichinstitUtions can'keetonablY be picted.1, . %

... to use results of eachImaj6revalUation arid how such results K' *--

3
.

.
I be used, during the design stage'of every major program evaluation;

-.Z-) specify exactly which evaluftiogs have been used and why they were
e

used,.which have not been used and why they were no- t useq, in aullio,

.. -4. riiations and appropriations committee ,repOrtt; . /

P
3) require evidence about specific changes resulting From evaluation.

. , . whenever the law requires state igencies to.d6scrihe uSes Of evalna-..
,

is

Lion; and . - -

i

\

1 41 explore the' feasibility of direct competitive grant's and contract_

r programs focusecron iMprovin\the use of results-at the,` local and

state eduCation agency levels.

The origins
,

of the first part of 4he recommendation-lie in the absence
. ,

,,. ..

of any,mechanism for_ planning use at the rrational level. Simply put,
, ..

.unless specific user groups are identified andsome decision options Paid '

Outs evaluation results are less likely to be\ued.. Indeed, if there is

no Or way_tolink the evaluation with decisions or.considerably. better'
. a..

.

inderstandin, one can argue thaethe evaluation shouldfnotbe performed

at all...."'SPecifying users wind opiiofisoi41 alsole1P'io make it easier to

track UOization, and that; in turn, mill help o infornijudgeMents about.

A how evalusation 'resources-could be better:allocated: T \he recOmMendation to

i. .cite.useful and useless evatuations.in federal reports\and to rdgUire SEAs.

sand LEAs tp record specific changes haiche same objectives:'bettef:upder7.

standing of use and better resource allocationThe suggestion to identify

useless evaluation'is not' an invitation.to criticize arbi,trarily.: We found

'.that some local and state education agencies are capable andlnterested.in ',

inventil Ind testing better ways to ,use inforilaten. Thelsuggestion.to '

:expand their opportunities for doing sb is based or! this.. \
,

\ A secord, related recommendationwas made.to theipartemn6fEdUcation.

The Report' rgtd That evaluation, unit staff and evaluation contractors be

directedto1)_provide-oral-reportsregUarli as well as writtenkreportson

results of major evaluations, ind on,the uses to which results ca be put, :.,

to relevant'Congressiohal staffind support agenet staff and the phigram

k

staff Within theDepartment; 2) create a system to periOdically collect,
,

synthesizC ghd report specific uses to Which evaluation iiiOut; 3) Improve .

the Annual Evaluation Rebortby citing instances of use more specifically;
.. .

2 .

a
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and 4) direct evaluation staff te-Thieet regUlarly with Congressional staff

to clarify information needs, feasibility of evaluation, audiences for

results, and'ways in which- results can bemused to modify programs."'

Thii clOter of suggestions is tased.partly on-the finding that the use

of evaluation results is not tracked conscientiously and the belief that it t

ought tobe tracked to learn how. to perform evaluations better, and how to

better allocate evaluation resources.. The rationale for the'last recommen-

dation is identical to the one given earlier foi- the Congress on plannik
'and executing evaluations. _

The final suggestion.under this topic focuses attention on assuring

access to ancbetter specificationof reports.

We :.,.ommendedcthat the.Depakment'l) adhere to a clearance 'rule which

makes eva)uation'eeports automatically available after a fixed number of

,. weeks; Ofspecify:completely the evaluation.documehts referred to in the

Department's Annualtwaluation.Report, the Federal Register, ihd,policy

statements; and 3) include, in every major evaluatioh report, a listof,
A

core recipients.'

The recommendation stems partly from difficulties`encountered,in obtain-

ing repo4s-under review by the Executive Secretartatof the DepartMentof

Health, Education, and Welfiriandbther gr6u0s involved in the WHEW

clearance process. We also found itdifficult to identify reports'precisely

WheniheYliere cited'ai eiidence,of the usefulness 16 evaluation in develop7

ing regulatiobi or policy. The absence of.,-a list of core recipients of

reports mdde It very difficult to identify potential user groups and to
.

determine if reports were used. The consequence:1s that.what is useless

or useful is less verifiable.

Remarks

The basic idea that there needs to be a group constituted to reason from

the data is implicitin both our:'recoMmendations and In IsIvell'operations.

The form differs a bit, though.
f ,

Committees to Reasonfrom Data. Consider, for instance,Kugelmass. descrip-

'tion of the Van Leer study of primary schools, a massive undertaking to

understand the procesi and products of primaryschools in Israel, including

controversial issues such' as integration and religiods vs. non-religiOUs

-school systems. One distinctive aspect of,this entOrnrise was.that the

Ministry of Education and Culture and the Chief Scientist took pains to

a

0
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appoint a high level coMMittee to4derstarid the ways in which the results

of this .research .could'be\mspd by the Ministry. The Chief Scientist, as

well as heads of various divisions of-the Ministry and of the primary school

,systeM, were involVed in the committee, and a number of sub.7comMittees were

set 1p.to recognize special interests and problems. Al mechanisth of'this

sort was not suggested in,the Holtzman Report.. But-it does seem to be a

,sensible way to understand how pollCy implications can be educed from such

data: The Holtzman eeport assumed that negotiation and regular communica-

tions between'the Congress and the Department would facilitate in understand-

ing the uses to which the data could be put. The power that a blue ribbon

.committee has to do this; or to exploit suggestions made at lower levels

could be used to make negotiation. more effective.

Decision Options., The Holtzman Report marshalled a good deal of evidence

on the use:of evaluations in decisions the federal level. But we obtained

very little for local levels because of.the.difficulty of corroborating use

Nor did we'clasSify the uses according to whatdecisions they might concern.

Phrtly for this reason, the classification schemes developed by Lewy and

Davis are pertinent. They are tidy way to specify diciiion options. More-
,

over, we can exploit them to explain our own-recommendation about making.
,

decision Options clear.before eialuation is undertaken.

For example, Lewy identifies three decisions that might stem from an

evaluation done by AO evalua/ion unit: The first is the selection of program

components: what should be taught, whet.materials might be included in the

teaching, and so on. 'He is careful to point out that the program developer

is ultimately the one who must choose from among several'altelmatlies examined

in evaluation. The second decision is modifying a program. He suggests that

it "May turn out that some element such as'exercises, illustrations, or

explanations contains certain flaws", It is up to the evaluator to call

attention to these.. The third decision option has to do with. qualifying the

use of the program. Here he stresses, the "optimal" conditions under which

the program might work or the minimalcohditions for usage. This includes,

for example, whether the program will work with Little or no:treininio of

teachers rather than with a good deal of Veining, whether equipment; space,

and the like are available, and so on.

This point is impOrtant for U.S. evaluators. The Holtzman Report pointed

out the inability or unwillingness of various audiences to specify decision

d
options before an evaluation is actually undertaken. Yet here Lewy implies,

that the process is almost a matter of course for the Israelis.- More impor-
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tant, Cewy recognizes some decisions that are independent of budget and

therefore less controversial.."

Davis is_carefUT to explain decisions that CO-iiia-Wid-ege-on-the-basIs-----.

of his special Standardized evaluation
plan and to urge that these decision

options be recogniied
beforOvaluatiori is undertaken.- His options depend

on the results of the evaluation.
For instance, the first possible result

is that the
standardizedevaluation yields an estimate of no effect or of

negligible effects for.the optimal version of the program. The implications

for decisions are that one can question the "efficacy of the prograth in any

form",andthay:recoMthend either dropping it or revising it. The second

oossible result is that the standardized tvaluation results in a-large

program effect. and all subsequent field evaluations show negligible program

results. It iS)at this point that the program director, according'-to.Davis.

has to think -about
alternative ways of improving the fielld version of the

Program. The third, case iS.
that evaluation of the optimal version yields

a large program effect and "one of the generalized
evaluations results in

a moderate effect". Here Davis suggests that the difference is a matter,

of consideration and,cost benefit analysisThe final_outcome df;interest.

i!the Standardized.and
generalized evaluation

result in approilmately the

same moderate-or large program effects. It is at this point that one goes

to the next step andtries to under;standhow
the cost of programs can be

reduced.

Enumerating Uses of Information.-
TaMir's strategy of briefly identifying

the speCific findings
of'evaluation and their eventual uses is,Similar in

spirit, although not in detail, to the way the U.S. Department of Education

Office of EvalUation's annual-report-is composed. The uses he identifies'

are interesting.

For example, he cites a 1974 paper showing low student interest in the

study of botany.. The subsequentlaCtion was
integrating the 'stddy of topics

Common to bothbotany and zoology. He cites ci finding that students had

trouble applying
statistics in biology with the consequeneactiOn of prepar-

ing curriculum
materiali'on.the use of statistics in biology. Another.-

finding'was thaf students-in agriculture schoo3s
achieved poor* on this

version of the material,
probably because it had no applcatilins tO agri-

culture. Action was taken4to prepare
special modUles to "suit the needs

and interest of agricultural students".
Similarly., it was found that

Culturally-deprived students
whose families come from developing countries

i.
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achieved Poorly and the consequent action was preparing a HebreW version

:of the material of the test designed for the original course and designing

supplonentary-rodules-as-wel-1--xi-insenvi ce_teachentrai ring. .

Such items are very persuasive. More importantly, a listing of the sort

provided by Tamir might serve'as a good model of the sort of information

which should be recognized in the. university training of e4aluktors. It

is the kind of information that' can be provided to program development staff.

to guial, them in making decisions about how to "reason from the data" and

to senior executives and perhaps legislative staff to show how evaluation

results have been used. And the model is-likely to be useful at the local'

level to illustiate use at least and to foster invention.bf other approaches

at best. .

. .
.

. 4

Defihition of Use. Noneof the seminar papers put much stress on defining

.the use of evaluation results. But several recognize difficulties engendered

by ambiguity in the'word and a variety Of definitionsare implicit. :Blass, .

for instance, recognizes, as the Holtzman,Report dbei4 that argUments about

utilization may be gratuitous, citing the "usual almost ritual litany about

the Underutilization.ofresearch results". The implicit definitions range

:. from examination of a report, judging from the Kugelmass paper: "The very

process of bringing:,.. senior decision makers (through the Office of Chief

Scientist) into'cobtinued examination of the research... may be the most T

important produgtof.the process of evaluations, and not necessarily speciffi

decisions "., The holtzman R4port recogniies the game kind of use in defining '----

. evaluation and exploits it in enumerati -ng referenCes made to evaluations in

Hearings routinely issued by Congressional COmmtkes.charged with authorizing .

funds for education programs. \,....

Tamir's listing is much more specific and implies a different category

. of uses, also identified'in the Holtzman Report: specific decisions. The

category is important but was rather difficult to examine. To .be sure, some

evaluations, such 45 the National Institute of. Educa n's Compensatory

)1°'Education Study are remarkable.in thet Avidendeon u 6 is tillable from

the.public record, such as Hearings; and can be .corroborated rough inter-

views with legislaqie Staffers and bureaucrats. Moreover, it 1145 latively

easy to trace ties between items in the Study -Andubsequent changes in
!

.

faderal regulationand administrative practice.. Others are not as easy: .
',

lverreporting of use is likely, for instance, if one talks only to the .

-producers t)f-i study. Underreporting is chronic pArtly because of memory
,

Japse, the absence of 'written accessible records on use,. and thertime 1t may

2zri
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take for a report to filter through several layers of bureaucracy. The

centralization of Tamir's project may make tracking utilization easier than

----in-a-decentral_ized_enterprise

Factors Influencing Utilization. For Blass, the most important factors in-

fluencing use are the political situation, the organizational structure of

the society, personal attributes of the evaluator or of the decision maker,

especially of the latter, the state of the art in the scientific discipline,

and the character of the issues.

The Holtzman Report did not frame the influences on evaluation this way.
, --

But the conceptualization seems natural for Israeli operations and fortsome

0.S. activities, My understanding is thatevaluation is more centraliAd

in Israel, if the organization of the ICC, the High School Biology Project,

and the Office of the Chief Scientist are any index. This .stands in con-'

trast to many U.S. efforts in that evaluation,responsibilities are dispersed

across levels of government - local, state, and federal - and agencies thinthin

levels ofovernment. Judging from the Kugelmass paper, the Office of the.

Chief Scientist can relate directly'to the political concerns of the Mil/istry

of Education. In the U.S., the several layers of bureaucracy between the

Secretary of EduCation and the Evaluaticin unit within the Department, filo

good or 111; probably affect the political attentiveness of the latter and

the receptivity of the former.
.

Centralization does appear at times in special studies undertaken iin the

U.S. For example, the FIE Compensatory Education Study was created lb! law

to examine, among other things, how,federal funded programs for poor primary .-'-°'

school children fared. It was centralized in that a team approved byt

Congressional-staff was created to be answerable to the Congress alone. It

was deliberately sensitive ,to political issues and accommodated then)/through

continuournegotiation between theevaluation groups'and Congreisicnial interest

groups. The personal attributes of the group leader, Paul Hill, including

his:prior,experience as a bureaucrat and Congressional staff member, seem to

have been very influential in producing useful results.

There are, of course, ways-to characterize factors that influence the0e.

of evaluation other, than the one that Blass proposed. Iii some cases, they

may be more productive. Consider, for example, that each of the liamihar

papers stresses the richness and the diversity of the process by which.eva-

lotion results are used or not used. They are important in th1,1 respect

but, for the moment, let me propose a model which may help to un erstand,

better the order that underlies the diversity.

3
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The following questions imply distinct events that determine whether eva-

luation results are used:

.
Does the prospective user knoW about the evaluation results?

. If results are known, are they understood?

. If understood, are they believed ?.

. If believed, does the user have the ability and willingness to use them?

When all are answered in the affirmative, then results are likely to be used.

But the first negative will reduce any possibility of use,'especially if the

potential user is the same at each step.

This way of describing the utilization process is useful by itself. For

example, it suggests that simple probabilistic models may be helpful in

understanding why some research on utilization is misleading, and how one

might.enhance utilization. The simplest such model posits that each event

is ent and a probability is attached to each question's resulting in

a Yes. the probability for each is ono 1/2, say, then the overall probal

bility of a "use" occurring is (1/2)4 . 1/16. If, as I suspect, the odds are

slower on each Yes, say 1/4, then the probability of a iuser's knowing about

results is 1/4, the probability of the user's understanding them is 1/4,.and

.so on; the'overall odds against results being used are 25S to 1. Not very

promising.
e.

Other models though are more realistic. If, for example, we suppoVe-thal

the evaluation process is centralized so that the prospective user is also

the producer of the information, then the probability of being willing to

use the information is conditional on the prior events and the/likellhood of

use is closer to 100%. Indeed, the conditional model is a numerical represen- '

tation of what happens when a liaison person is used in ICC evaluations in

.
Isriel and when a brokerage system is used to translate finding ;Into usable

results as Cooley (1900) did in the Pittsburgh school district.

The model does suggeit.that we collect'data-at each stage, to properly

estimate odds on ultimate use of evaluation results. But little'work appears

to have been done on this problem in the U.S. Most research Heals with the

question: What does the process of use look like in partiCular case studies?

It seems to me that the case studies are important to inform such models, as

well as being important as.qualitative descriptors of the process. But they

require large samples of events across sites orTof-multiple events within

site.to obtain decent estimates of parameters in the model.

5
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Notes

. 1 The research on which tnis paper isibdsied was supported by the Division

of Evaluation .of the U.S. Department Of Education and the National Insti-
-ute-o-f-E-ducation 'The_dis.c.lasion of Israeli work here is basedfon mate-

rial presented at the Israel-US seminars on evaluation in iFITICT98137-The

material on U.S. policy adopts heavily from Boruch and Cordray (1980) and

other documents cited in the text.

See Verma's (1977) discussion of research on medicine in medieval India

and Rabinovitch's (1973) fine description of rabbinic thought On evidence.

during the ninth through twelth centuries. TheSyrian experiment is.des-'
cribed by. American researcher F.S. Chapin (1947); the English and Scottish

tests are described in Cochran (1976) among others.

Two other efforts, independent of these, are worth examining because their

conclusions differ at times from ours. The first, undertaken by Rank
Corporation staff, Appears in a monograph by Pincus (Ed.). The secon

prepared by members of Stanford's-Consortium on Evaluation Research .
presented.in a volume by Cronbdch and others (1HO).
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